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The two-body photodisintegration of 4He into a proton and a triton has been studied using the
CEBAF Large-Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) at Jefferson Laboratory. Real photons produced
with the Hall-B bremsstrahlung-tagging system in the energy range from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV were
incident on a liquid 4He target. This is the first measurement of the photodisintegration of 4He
above 0.4 GeV. The differential cross sections for the γ4He→ pt reaction have been measured as
a function of photon-beam energy and proton-scattering angle, and are compared with the latest
model calculations by J.-M. Laget. At 0.6-1.2 GeV, our data are in good agreement only with the
calculations that include three-body mechanisms, thus confirming their importance. These results
reinforce the conclusion of our previous study of the three-body breakup of 3He that demonstrated
the great importance of three-body mechanisms in the energy region 0.5-0.8 GeV .
PACS numbers: 13.40.-f, 13.60.Rj, 13.88.+e, 14.20.Jn, 14.40.Aq
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the difficult challenges of nuclear physics is to
understand the nature of the strong many-body inter-
action among the nucleons in the nucleus. In particu-
lar, understanding the contribution and manifestations
of three-body forces is an important ingredient of the
theoretical calculations that attempt to describe the re-
action mechanisms. Photonuclear reactions are induced
by a well known probe, and are especially sensitive to
meson-exchange currents and isobar degrees of freedom.
The two-body photodisintegration of 4He into a pro-
ton and a triton has been studied over the years in the
low- and intermediate-energy regions, up to 0.4 GeV,
where the one- and two-body mechanisms dominate the
reaction [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The higher photon-energy re-
gion used in this experiment allows us to access larger
momentum transfers, where the three-body mechanisms,
mostly through higher-mass-meson double scattering, are
expected to make a larger contribution.
In this analysis, the differential cross sections for the
γ4He → pt reaction were measured as a function of
photon energy from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV, and over a wide
range of the proton-scattering angle in the center-of-mass
frame, as shown in Fig. 1. These measurements are
complementary to the three-body breakup of 3He for the
study of three-body reaction mechanisms [6]. The re-
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sults are compared with the latest model predictions of
J.-M. Laget [7, 8], where three-body mechanisms for this
channel are included in the calculations.
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FIG. 1: Diagram of the γ4He → pt reaction in the center-of-
mass frame. The angle between the beam direction and the
emitted proton in the center-of-mass frame is denoted as θp.
II. MODEL PREDICTIONS
FIG. 2: The one-body mechanisms included in the Laget
model showing proton (left) and triton (right) exchange. This
figure is from Ref. [7].
A calculation has been performed by J.-M. Laget [7] in
which three types of reaction mechanisms for this chan-
nel have been included. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the di-
agrams for one-body, two-body, and three-body reaction
mechanisms, respectively. The one-body mechanisms in-
clude the proton and triton (three-nucleon) exchange di-
3FIG. 3: The two-body mechanisms. The top diagrams show
pi and ρ exchange. The bottom diagrams show the nucleon-
nucleon rescattering final-state interactions. The diagrams
on the right come from the antisymmetry of the two active
nucleons. This figure is from Ref. [7].
FIG. 4: The three-body mechanisms showing meson double
scattering. The diagrams on the bottom correspond to the
antisymmetry of the two nucleons in the pair that absorbs
the intermediate pion. This figure is from Ref. [7].
agrams where a proton or a triton knockout is assumed.
The proton-exchange diagram is dominant when the pro-
ton is emitted at forward angles. The two-body mech-
anisms included in this calculation are the two-nucleon
meson exchange (including the pion and the rho meson)
and nucleon-nucleon final-state interactions. The dia-
grams due to the antisymmetry of the two active nu-
cleons are also included in the two-body mechanisms.
The three-body mechanisms include the meson double-
scattering amplitudes. As shown in the bottom panels of
Fig. 4, diagrams that correspond to the antisymmetry
of the two nucleons in the pair that absorbs the pion are
also included in the model.
The two- and three-body diagrams included in this
model were found to be dominant in the study of two-
and three-body disintegration of 3He. The relevance of
this description is investigated here in a different environ-
ment, the 4He nucleus, having markedly different n-body
density and wave function.
Results of the model calculations are compared with
previous world data in Fig. 5, where the cross sections
are plotted as a function of the incident photon energy for
three values of the proton angle with the incident photon-
beam direction, θp = 60
◦, θp = 90
◦, and θp = 120
◦.
The comparison with Laget’s model [7] reveals that three-
body mechanisms must be taken into account to describe
the data.
This model has been extended to higher energies ac-
cording to Ref. [8] and improved using i) the full rel-
ativistic expression for the nucleon currents, ii) a high-
energy diffractive NN scattering amplitude, and iii) the
latest ground-state wave function [9] that has been gen-
erated from the Argonne AV18 NN potential [10] and the
Urbana UIX three-nucleon force [11].
A thorough investigation of three-body mechanisms
was performed earlier, in the analysis of the reaction
γ3He → ppn from the CLAS g3a data, which revealed
that three-body mechanisms are most prominent in the
energy range from 0.5 to 0.8 GeV [6]. Three-body mech-
anisms also have been studied in the two-body photodis-
integration of 3He [12]. The results presented here are
the first to include the γ4He → pt reaction at energies
higher than 0.4 GeV.
III. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS
A. Experimental Apparatus
The γ4He → pt reaction was measured during the g3a
experiment in December 1999 with the CEBAF Large-
Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [13] at Jefferson Lab,
shown in Fig. 6. CLAS is a large acceptance spec-
trometer used to detect multiparticle final states. Six
superconducting coils generate a toroidal magnetic field
around the target with azimuthal symmetry about the
beam axis. The coils divide CLAS into six sectors,
each functioning as an independent magnetic spectrom-
4FIG. 5: Previous world data for the photodisintegration of
4He into p + t, plotted as a function of the incident photon
energy (open triangles [1], closed squares [2], closed circles
[3], open circles [4], and closed diamonds [5]) compared with
Laget’s model calculations, including one-body diagrams only
(dashed lines), two-body diagrams (dot-dashed lines), and
three-body diagrams (solid lines). This figure is from Ref.
[7].
eter. Each sector is instrumented with three regions
of drift chambers (DCs), R1-3, to determine charged-
particle trajectories [14], scintillator counters (SCs) for
time-of-flight measurements [15], and, in the forward re-
gion, gas-filled threshold Cherenkov counters (CCs) for
electron/pion separation up to 2.5 GeV [16], and electro-
magnetic calorimeters (ECs) to identify and measure the
energy of electrons and high-energy neutral particles, as
well as to provide electron/pion separation above 2.5 GeV
[17]. In the g3a experiment, real photons produced with
the Jefferson Lab Hall-B bremsstrahlung-tagging system
[18] in the energy range from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV were in-
cident on an 18-cm-thick liquid 4He target.
The photon beam was produced via bremsstrahlung
from the primary electron beam operating at 1.645 GeV.
Electrons were incident on the thin radiator of the Hall-
B Photon Tagger [18]. Tagged photons were produced
with 20-95% of the energy of the primary electron beam.
About 109 triggers were collected at the production cur-
rent of 10 nA. The magnetic field of CLAS toroidal mag-
net was set to 1920 A, half of its maximum value, to
optimize the momentum resolution and the efficiency for
positively charged particles. A trigger was used with a
required coincidence between hits in the tagger, the start
counter (ST), and the time-of-flight (TOF) paddles.
B. Event Selection
In order to associate the reaction of interest with the
triggering tagged photon, the coincidence time between
the Tagger and CLAS was required to be within 1 ns.
A cut was applied to the time difference, ∆t, between
the CLAS start time at the interaction point recorded
by the Start Counter (ST) and the Tagger. The central
peak in Fig. 7 corresponds to the tagger hits that are in
time coincidence with CLAS within the 2-ns-wide beam
bucket. In the g3a run period, only about 2% of the
events contained more than one tagged photon.
The particles were identified by determining their
charge, momentum, and velocity. Charge and momen-
tum were obtained from the drift-chamber tracking infor-
mation and the velocity from the time of flight and path
length to the time-of-flight detectors. Figure 8 shows
the reconstructed mass distribution of positively charged
particles. The events of interest were those with two and
only two positively charged particles detected in coinci-
dence. A triton candidate was required to have a positive
charge and a reconstructed mass squaredm2 between 6.5
and 11.0 (GeV/c2)2. A proton candidate was required to
have a positive charge and a reconstructed mass squared
between 0.4 and 1.4 (GeV/c2)2. In order to assure that
the events of interest are produced within the 4He tar-
get volume, a cut was applied to the z-component of the
interaction vertex along the beam line.
Energy-loss corrections were applied to the selected
particles because they lose a non-negligible part of their
energy in the target material and start counter before
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FIG. 6: CLAS is a nearly 4pi-sr detector system used to ob-
serve multiparticle final states. Top: Three-dimensional rep-
resentation of CLAS, with a portion of the system cut away
to highlight elements of the detector system as described in
the text. Bottom: Midplane slice of the CLAS.
they reach the drift chambers. The effect of the energy-
loss corrections after applying all of the kinematic cuts on
the final sample of pt data is shown in Fig. 9. The impor-
tance of these corrections can be demonstrated by com-
paring the missing-mass squared of either the detected
proton or the detected triton before and after applying
these corrections. As expected, the amount of the energy
loss for a particle depends on the mass of that particle
and, therefore, these corrections have a larger effect on
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Difference between tagger and the
start-counter (ST) times (solid histogram). The tagger and
ST coincidence time for the selected events is required to be
within 1 ns (shaded histogram). Secondary peaks correspond-
ing to nearby beam buckets are also visible.
the measurement of the triton than of the proton. Table
I summarizes the result of fitting Gaussians to the pro-
ton and triton missing-mass-squared distributions before
and after the energy-loss corrections.
Also, fiducial-volume cuts were applied to ensure that
the particles are detected within those parts of the vol-
ume of CLAS where the detection efficiency is high and
uniform. These cuts select regions of the CLAS where
simulations reproduce detector response reasonably well.
In order to eliminate any possible background, two-
body kinematics were used to select a clean sample of pt
events (see Sec. III C). .
TABLE I: Summary of the obtained mean values and widths
of the proton and triton missing-mass-squared distributions
before and after the energy-loss corrections. The accepted
values for the proton and triton mass squared are 0.8804 and
7.890 (GeV/c2)2, respectively.
without corrections with corrections
MM2p (GeV/c
2)2 7.919 7.883
Width (GeV/c2)2 0.09238 0.09127
MM2t (GeV/c
2)2 1.100 0.8879
Width (GeV/c2)2 0.1001 0.06159
C. Background Corrections
In order to select cleanly the γ4He → pt channel, two-
body kinematics were used. The two-body final-state
kinematics for real events requires that the missing en-
ergy, missing momentum, and missing-mass squared for
pt events be zero. Also, the opening angle between the
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Hadron mass calculated from the time-
of-flight and tracking information. The solid histogram shows
the mass distribution for all of the positively charged hadrons,
the dashed histogram is the selected sample of protons and
tritons that are detected in coincidence, and the shaded his-
togram shows the same distribution after applying all of the
kinematic cuts to remove the background (see Sec. III C for
details).
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Distributions of the proton (left) and
triton (right) missing-mass squared before (top) and after
(bottom) the energy-loss corrections. Gaussian fits have been
performed to determine the mean value and the width of each
distribution (see Table I).
three-vectors of the detected proton and triton θpt should
be close to 180◦ in the center-of-mass frame. Our initial
sample of events contains two and only two charged par-
ticles. Four-vector conservation for the reaction γ4He
→ pt, as specified in Eq.(1), leads to the determination
of three kinematic variables – the missing energy EX , the
missing momentum PX =
√
PX(x)2 + PX(y)2 + PX(z)2,
and the missing-mass squared M2X = E
2
X − P
2
X :


Eγ
0
0
Eγ

+


M4He
0
0
0

 =


√
m2p + p
2
p
pp(x)
pp(y)
pp(z)

+


√
m2t + p
2
t
pt(x)
pt(y)
pt(z)

+


EX
PX(x)
PX(y)
PX(z)

 , (1)
where Eγ is the incident photon energy, M4He is the
mass of the target nucleus, mp and mt are the masses
of the proton and triton, respectively, and pp and pt are
the measured three-momenta of the proton and triton,
respectively. These kinematic variables are plotted in
Fig. 10. For the real two-body break-up events into pt,
we then have EX = 0 GeV, PX = 0 GeV/c, M
2
X = 0
(GeV/c2)2, and θpt = 180
◦. Indeed, in Fig. 10 we see
clear peaks showing the real two-body pt break-up events.
However, some background can be seen in the selected
events. These events (mostly due to the ptpi0 channel)
can be removed by applying additional kinematic cuts as
follows:
1. The first cut is applied to the difference between
the measured scattering angle of the proton in the
center-of-mass frame (from the measured three-
momentum vector of the proton) and the calculated
one from the conservation of the four-momenta in
the γ4He → pt reaction (by measuring only the tri-
ton momentum). This difference is plotted in the
upper-left side of Fig. 11. The clear peak around
zero corresponds to the real events from the two-
body breakup of 4He into a proton and triton. The
events for which this angular difference is outside of
the range [-0.15,0.15] were removed from the data.
2. The second cut is applied to the difference between
the momenta of the proton and the triton in the
center-of-mass frame. For the real pt events, this
difference shows a peak around zero with a tail that
could be due to the ptpi0 events, as shown in the
upper-right panel of Fig. 11. The applied cut re-
quires this difference to be between -0.15 and 0.15
GeV/c.
3. The third cut requires the proton and triton three-
momenta to be in the same plane, i.e., the differ-
ence between the azimuthal angles for the proton
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FIG. 10: (Color online) The pt two-body final-state kine-
matics require the missing energy (upper left), missing-mass
squared (upper right), and missing momentum (lower left) to
be zero, and the pt opening angle in the center-of-mass frame
(lower right) to be 180◦. The peaks correspond to the real
pt events from the two-body breakup of 4He. The shaded
areas correspond to the nearly background-free sample of pt
events after the kinematic cuts described in this section were
applied. The upper left panel shows the cut applied to the
missing energy for pt events; the other three panels show the
derived event distributions.
and the triton in the center-of-mass frame is se-
lected to be 165◦ < φcmpt <195
◦. This distribution
is shown in the lower-left panel of Fig. 11. A promi-
nent peak around 180◦ is clearly seen.
4. The fourth cut is applied to the sum of the cosines
of the proton and triton scattering angles in the
center-of-mass frame, shown in the lower-right
panel of Fig. 11. This cut retains only those events
with -0.15<cosθcmp +cosθ
cm
t <0.15.
5. Finally, the fifth cut requires the pt missing energy
to be -0.1< E(X) <0.1 GeV, shown in the upper
left panel of Fig. 10.
The value of each of these cuts is optimized such that
the maximum number of “good” pt events is retained.
Using these cuts, the background in the spectra of the
previously described kinematic variables is mostly re-
moved, as can be seen for the shaded areas of Fig. 10.
The sample of events used after these cuts is therefore
essentially background-free. This also can be confirmed
by calculating the missing-mass squared of either the de-
tected proton or the detected triton. These distributions
are shown before and after the above cuts in Fig. 12, and
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FIG. 11: Cuts were applied on various kinematic variables to
remove the background. Upper left: The difference between
the measured and calculated proton scattering angles. Up-
per right: The difference between the magnitude of proton
and triton momenta. Lower left: The difference between the
proton and triton azimuthal angles. Lower right: The sum
of the cosines of the proton and triton scattering angles. All
quantities are shown in the center-of-mass frame.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) The calculated values for the missing-
mass squared for the detected proton (left) and the detected
triton (right), before (solid histogram) and after (shaded his-
togram) applying the kinematic cuts. The background is com-
pletely removed by the kinematic cuts (see Sec. IIIC for de-
tails).
8show that the background has been completely removed.
The clean sample of protons and tritons that are detected
in coincidence is also shown within the shaded areas of
Fig. 8.
Table II summarizes the final cuts used to identify the
pt events as described in this section.
TABLE II: Summary of kinematic cuts for event selection.
Description Cut
Coincidence time ∆t < 1 nsec
Positively charged particles 2
Proton identification 0.4 < m2p < 1.4 (GeV/c
2)2
Triton identification 6.5 < m2t < 11.0 (GeV/c
2)2
z-vertex [-8,8] (cm)
∆ cos θcmp [-0.15,0.15]
∆pcmp,t [-0.15,0.15] (GeV/c)
∆φcmp,t [165,195] deg
cos θcmp + cos θ
cm
t [-0.15,0.15]
D. Detector Efficiency and Acceptance
The raw pt yields are obtained as a function of the
photon beam energy Eγ and the proton polar angle in
the center-of-mass frame θcmp . The yields are corrected
for the detector acceptance using a Monte-Carlo simula-
tion of phase-space-distributed pt events within the entire
4pi solid angle. The photon energy was generated ran-
domly with a uniform distribution from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV.
The standard GEANT-based CLAS simulation package
[19]) was used to simulate the detector response. The
simulated events were processed with the same event-
reconstruction software that was used to reconstruct the
real data. Figure 13 shows the reconstructed mass dis-
tributions for the simulated events with one proton and
one triton after applying all of the cuts.
The acceptance is defined as the ratio of the number of
reconstructed events to the number of generated events.
Owing to the geometry and the structure of CLAS, there
are regions of solid angle that are not covered by the
detector. Furthermore, the inefficiencies in the various
components of the detector affect its acceptance and con-
sequently the event reconstruction in CLAS. The accep-
tance correction factors are shown as functions of proton
scattering angle θcmp and photon energy Eγ for each kine-
matic bin in Fig. 14. These correction factors are used to
convert the raw yields into unnormalized cross sections.
Data points with poor acceptance (< 0.4) at smaller an-
gles are not included in the final data set.
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FIG. 13: (Color online) Simulated TOF masses for Monte-
Carlo generated events, plotted with both logarithmic (top)
and linear (bottom) scales, before (solid histogram) and after
(shaded areas) applying all of the cuts.
IV. RESULTS
A. Cross Sections
The differential cross sections are obtained from the
expression
dσ
dΩ
=
N
ηaNγNT∆Ω
(2)
where N is the number of measured events in a given
energy and angular bin of solid angle ∆Ω = 2pi∆cos θcm.
The CLAS acceptance is given by ηa; Nγ is the number
of photons within the given energy range incident on the
target; and NT is the number of target nuclei per unit
area.
The number of target nuclei per unit area NT is deter-
mined from
9FIG. 14: (Color online) Acceptance as a function of photon energy Eγ for various proton-scattering-angle bins.
NT =
ρlNA
A
≈ 3.0066× 10−10 nb−1, (3)
where l = 16.0 cm is the target length, ρ = 0.1249 g/cm3
is the density of liquid 4He, A = 4.0026 g/mole is its
atomic weight, and NA = 6.022 × 10
23 atoms/mole is
Avogadro’s number.
The photon yield Nγ was obtained from the Tagger
hits using the gflux analysis package [20]. This num-
ber is corrected for the data-acquisition dead time. The
angle-integrated cross section as a function of photon en-
ergy is shown in Fig. 15 in linear and logarithmic scales.
The logarithmic plot was fitted with an Ae−BEγ func-
tional form with A =1.35 µb, and B =7.8 GeV−1. It
is remarkable that the total cross section follows an ex-
ponential fall-off so closely, over the entire energy range
from 0.4 to ∼1.0 GeV, flattening somewhat only above
this energy, where forward angles dominate.
The measured differential cross sections are shown in
Figs. 16 and 17 as functions of photon energy and proton-
scattering angles, respectively. These plots show that the
peak of the angular distributions shifts slightly towards
smaller angles with increasing photon energy.
B. Systematic Uncertainties
Table III summarizes the systematic uncertainties.
The uncertainty in the photon-flux determination, in-
cluding the tagger-efficiency evaluation, is taken from the
g3a analysis of Niccolai et al. [6]. The value of the target
density given in the literature was used; its uncertainty is
no larger than 2%. The uncertainties due to the fiducial
cuts are estimated and have been found to be negligible.
The systematic uncertainty due to the CLAS acceptance
TABLE III: Summary of systematic uncertainties arising from
various sources.
Source Uncertainty (%)
Photon flux 6
Target density < 2
Solid angle negligible
CLAS acceptance < 10
Fiducial cuts negligible
Kinematic cuts < 10
Total < 15
was obtained by comparing the cross sections measured
by each pair of the CLAS sectors independently (i.e., the
data from sectors 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and 3 and 6 were
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FIG. 15: (Color online) Total angle-integrated cross section
as a function of Eγ in linear (top) and logarithmic (bottom)
scales. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties. The loga-
rithmic plot was fitted with an Ae−BEγ functional form with
A =1.35 µb, and b =7.8 GeV−1.
combined). The mean deviation between the three sets
of cross sections is considered to be an estimate of the
systematic uncertainty for the CLAS acceptance.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty due
to applying the kinematic cuts, two sets of altered cuts,
loose and tight, were used and compared with the nom-
inal cuts. The RMS (root mean square) of the distribu-
tion of the differences between the cross sections obtained
with loose, tight, and the nominal cuts is considered to
be a measure of the systematic uncertainty due to these
cuts.
The CLAS acceptance and kinematic cuts contribute
the largest part of the systematic uncertainty. The in-
dividual systematic uncertainties are summed in quadra-
ture to less than 15%. The statistical uncertainties for
the results usually dominate the systematic uncertainties.
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FIG. 16: Measured differential cross sections as a function of
Eγ for θ
cm
p = 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, and 130
degrees. Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties.
V. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
Our bin-averaged cross sections are compared in Figs.
18 and 19 with the latest model calculations by J.-M.
Laget [8]. Figure 18 shows the cross sections as a function
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FIG. 17: Measured differential cross sections as a function of
θcmp for Eγ = 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 GeV.
Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties.
of proton-scattering angle in the center-of-mass frame for
four energy bins, centered at 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 GeV.
Each energy bin is 100 MeV wide.
In general, for all photon-energy bins, our data are
in qualitative agreement only with the calculations that
include three-body mechanisms, confirming the impor-
tance of the contribution of three-body mechanisms at
these energies. At 0.6 and 0.8 GeV, our data are higher
than the calculations between 60 and 100 degrees, and
between 60 and 80 degrees, respectively. Our data are
consistent with the three-body calculations at large an-
gles for all photon-energy bins. However, at the higher
of these energies, and at small proton angles, there are
discrepancies between the data and the results of the cal-
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FIG. 18: (Color online) Measured differential cross sections
compared with the Laget calculations [8]. The results are
shown as a function of θcmp for four photon-energy bins. The
curves are calculations based on the Laget model [7] includ-
ing one-body (dashed line), two-body (dash dotted line), and
three-body (solid red line) mechanisms. Error bars indicate
statistical uncertainties.
culations. This disagreement at the most forward angles
at higher energies might result from either of two factors:
1) Off-mass-shell effects might become significant when
the energy increases. Although the elementary electro-
magnetic operator (the coupling of the photon to the
nucleon) used in this model is the fully relativistic ver-
sion of the coupling of the photon to an on-mass-shell
nucleon, the actual photon energy that enters the am-
plitude is not the same as the photon energy when the
target proton is at rest. The difference between the two
energies increases with the photon energy. This is a well
identified problem that still has no definite solution. 2)
The previous drawback is less severe for the three-body
amplitude that dominates at large angles. Here, the mo-
mentum transfer is shared between the three nucleons
and one probes mainly the low-momentum components
of the 4He wave function. Also, the amplitude depends
mainly on the elementary processes, where the nucleons
are mostly on-shell.
The cross sections are shown in Fig. 19 as a function of
photon energy for three angular bins centered at 60, 90,
and 120 degrees. Each angular bin is 10 degrees wide.
Comparison with Fig. 5 shows that the trend of the
data and calculations are very similar. However there
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FIG. 19: (Color online) Measured differential cross sections
(closed circles) compared with the data from Ref. [2] (closed
squares), Ref. [4] (open blue circles), and the Laget calcu-
lations [8], as a function of photon energy for three proton
center-of-mass angles. The curves are as described in Fig. 18.
Error bars indicate statistical uncertainties.
is a clear difference between the relative strength of the
two- and three-body contributions with respect to the
one-body contribution shown in the two plots. This is
because the earlier version of the Laget model [7] used the
AV14 potential [21]. This version included fewer high-
momentum components than the newer version, which
uses AV18 [10]. Comparison shows that in general our
data stand above all the curves especially at 90 and 120
degrees but qualitatively are in good agreement with the
calculations.
Figure 19 also shows some of the earlier experimental
data from the Saclay group [2] and the MIT group [3],
compared with the results of this experiment. There is a
very limited overlap in the photon energy range between
our data and the older data from Saclay. The range of
the overlap is from 423 to 430 MeV for 60 degrees, and
from 357 to 369 for 90 degrees. There is no overlap at
all between our data and older data from MIT. The com-
parison shows a continuous trend with increasing photon
energy for the previous data to lie below our data in the
overlap region.
In summary, we have measured the differential cross
sections for the γ4He → pt reaction in the energy range
from 0.35 to 1.55 GeV, for proton center-of-mass scatter-
ing angles between 40 and 140 degrees. It is important to
emphasize that the interpretation of these data is model
dependent. We have compared them with the results of
the only available theoretical calculation at these energies
[8]. This comparison reveals the essential importance of
the contribution of three-body mechanisms, especially in
the energy region of 0.6-0.8 GeV, as was found previously
for 3He [6]. These data are important for understanding
the reaction mechanisms and for developing models of
this process for photon energies above 0.4 GeV, and even
more important for an understanding and appreciation
of the importance, in the relevant range of energy and
wavelength, of strong many-body forces in nuclei.
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